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Offline Fortunes Video Series Earn Big Bucks With Everyday Knowledge You Take For Granted. Step By

Step System Reveals Methods For Huge Profit From Your Knowledge Even In The Depths Of Recession.

Video 1 - Introduction - 9m 20s * Understand why offline marketing is such a great business model, even

in the current bad economic climate * See what you will learn in this program Video 2 - Doing Business

Offline - 2m 49s * Learn what is it like to do business offline * Understand how offline marketing differs

from marketing online and how to quickly adapt to this new market Video 3 - What Do They Want? - 17m

06s * Understand what offline companies are looking from you * Learn 6 things every offline company is

desperate to have Video 4 - Monetization Methods - 11m 06s * Learn the many different ways to

monetize your offline business * And see how your knowledge will turn into dollars Video 5 - Getting

Business - 11m 20s * Learn what it takes to get business offline * And what you need to do in order to get

companies eating out of your hand Video 6 - Simple Business Model - 10m 34s * See a simple business

model you can use to make money offline which works incredibly well in any market Video 7 - Offline

Niche Marketing - 8m 08s * Discover two powerfully effective techniques which can get companies

literally biting your arm off for you to do business with them Video 8 - Offline Marketing Method - 9m 31s *

Learn a simple offline marketing method that you can use to easily create a passive income that will

increase every month Video 9 - Pricing Your Services - 14m 20s * Overcome the biggest problem many

marketers face when trying to start an offline business * See some of the prices that companies are

paying for your services Video 10 - Making It Succeed - 9m 28s * Learn what you need to do in order to

succeed as an offline marketer * Get some great advice for making your offline business work Video 11 -

Summary - 7m 02s * Understand what you need to do know to go forwards * And how you can make your

very own offline fortune Main Product License Terms [YES] Can Sell This Product [YES] Can Be

Packaged with Paid Products. 5 PRODUCTS MAXIMUM CAN BEBUNDLED [YES] Can Be In PAID

Firesales ONLY UP TO 5 PRODUCTS. IF MORE, IT IS NOT ALLOWED. [YES] Can Be Offered as a

bonus to Paid Product [YES] Can Be Added to Paid MEMBERSHIP or Training SITES that charges NO
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LESS than $17 per month [YES] Can Put Your Name on the Sales Page [YES] Can Sell Resale Rights

(Does not relate to PLR, meaning your customers can resell the video as is...) [YES] Own Basic PLR

Rights You can stamp your name on the videos, but you cannot sell PLR. You CANNOT Give your

customers the AVI files. You CANNOT Offer These Videos in Dimesales You CANNOT Offer These

Videos in Firesales if there are more than 5 products. You CANNOT Sell Master Resale Rights to videos

as is. You CANNOT Sell these through Auction Sites You CANNOT Give away resell rights for free You

CANNOT Give away videos for free You CANNOT Claim Original Copyright Tags: earn big bucks with

everyday knowledge you take for granted., understand how offline marketing differs from marketing online

and how to quickly adapt to this new market, learn what it takes to get business offline
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